Life science research New products

Latest innovations to
advance your research

New
Solutions

The need to be more sustainable is a hot topic in science – especially as research generates a large volume of plastic
and cardboard waste. Our latest life science products showcase the first steps we have taken to reduce the environmental
impact of our kits, while other new products innovate and excel in sample technologies and genomics.

Reducing our environmental footprint
So far, we’ve redesigned three of our most popular extraction kits to continue to yield the high-quality DNA and RNA you
expect from QIAGEN kits, while helping to reduce waste and emissions:

•QIAwave® RNA Mini Kit (based on the RNeasy Mini Kit) for total RNA isolation
•QIAwave DNA Blood & Tissue Kit (based on the DNeasy® Blood & Tissue Kit) for genomic DNA isolation
•QIAwave Plasmid Miniprep Kit (based on the QIAprep® Spin Miniprep Kit) for plasmid DNA isolation
These products come with reduced packaging – up to 63% less plastic and up to 42% less cardboard than our standard
kits and waste tubes made of recycled plastic.
This is just the beginning. We’re making more of our kits more eco-friendly, so look out for other QIAwave Kits in 2022.

Innovation in sample technologies
Accelerating medium-throughput sample prep with EZ2® Kits
Last summer, we introduced the EZ2 Connect for end-to-end automation of nucleic acid extraction, from reagent
setup to elution. We’ve now developed several new EZ2 Kits for isolation of nucleic acids from up to 24 samples.

•The EZ2 RNA FFPE Kit and EZ2 DNA/RNA AllPrep® FFPE Kit
deliver high-quality nucleic acids from FFPE samples.

•The EZ2 RNA/miRNA Tissue/Cells Kit isolates RNA, including
mRNA and miRNA, from tissue and cells.

•The EZ2 AdnaTest CTC Select enables standardized, fast and
reliable enrichment of CTC mRNA from human whole blood.

•The EZ1&2 ccfDNA Kit gives standardized isolation of
ccfDNA, even from high-volume samples.

All the kits deliver high performance in terms of yield, purity and degree of automation – accelerating your research.

Accurate, efficient bisulfite conversion of DNA
Are you performing biomarker screening and research, epigenetics
or cancer research? Our new QIAsymphony® Bisulfite Kits can help
minimize your time and effort! Conversion of unmethylated cytosine
residues into uracil takes just 30 minutes and the QIAsymphony run
takes 1.5 hours for 24 samples.
Converted DNA is suitable for direct use in downstream applications,
such as NGS, PCR and/or Pyrosequencing®, or for storage.

Stabilized saliva as the next horizon in -omic sciences
Preanalytical steps can cause variability in nucleic acids quality
and yield, which can render results from different labs or between
different operators incomparable. The PAXgene® Saliva Collector
is a non-invasive, easy-to-use sample collection device that
completes the comprehensive preanalytical workflow, providing
standardized methods from human saliva collection, stabilization, transport and storage to nucleic acid purification
and analyses and contributing to reliability and reproducibility of test results.
The PAXgene Saliva Collector stabilizes DNA and SARS-CoV-2 derived RNA levels in human saliva and is compatible
with existing QIAGEN automated and manual extraction kits. The nucleic acids can be used for standard molecular
test methods such as RT-qPCR, qPCR, dPCR and NGS.
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Innovation in genomics
Fast detection of low variant allele frequencies
Building on our revolutionary targeted NGS panels with molecular
barcoding (UMIs), the new QIAseq Targeted DNA Pro Panels
deliver a streamlined workflow – with pipetting steps cut by two
thirds, simplified sequencing setup and innovative data analysis
options to characterize complex structural variants. QIAseq
Targeted libraries can also be mixed and matched with other
chemistries, even non-QIAseq ones.

Whole genome and transcriptome solutions
Building on the solid foundations of the QIAseq FX Single Cell
Library Kits, our new QIAseq Single Cell Library Kits UDI for
DNA and RNA are a complete solution for whole genome and
transcriptome analysis from single cells and low-input samples.
Thanks to the simple, optimized workflow, these kits are best suited
for precious single cells or small numbers of cells captured using
micro-manipulation or cell enrichment instruments.

One-step RNA removal for improved RNA-seq
library preparation
Ribosomal, globin and unwanted RNA removal is an essential step
in RNA-seq library preparation for characterization of mRNA and
other RNAs. Our new QIAseq FastSelect Custom RNA Removal
Kits provide customizable RNA removal with up to 20,000 bases
of coverage per panel and are designed using the GeneGlobe
Customize Next-Generation Sequencing builder, based on the
sequences you provide.
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Differential expression analysis of miRNA and novel
NGS discovery
The new QIAseq miRNA 12/96 Index Kit IL UDI enables researchers
to run up to 768 miRNA-seq libraries at once. This means more samples
can be pooled into a single sequencing run. The kit captures all RNA
from 16 to 40 bases that has a free 3' and phosphorylated 5', enabling
the detection of miRNA, piRNA and other small RNA fragments. Access
to RAP (RNA-seq Analysis Portal) and GeneGlobe Analyze is also
included for easier, more confident data analysis.

Extremely sensitive and specific miRNA quantification
using dPCR
miRCURY® LNA miRNA PCR Assays use the existing miRCURY LNA
miRNA PCR Assays and Panels on the QIAcuity® for detection of miRNA
with unparalleled specificity. The assays offer an optimal combination
of performance and ease-of-use by combining universal reverse
transcription with LNA PCR amplification. The assays are designed to
be used in combination with the QIAcuity EG PCR Kit.
miRCURY LNA miRNA PCR Assays offer more than 18,500 pre-designed
assays in GeneGlobe, plus ~1200 dPCR wet-lab tested assays and the
fast and simple two-step dPCR protocol takes less than 3 hours.

For more information about all our latest products, visit:
www.qiagen.com/new-solutions or contact your sales representative.

For up-to-date licensing information and product-specific disclaimers, see the respective QIAGEN kit instructions for use
or user operator manual. QIAGEN instructions for use and user manuals are available at www.qiagen.com or can be
requested from QIAGEN Technical Services (or your local distributor).
Trademarks: QIAGEN®, Sample to Insight®, QIAamp®, QIAcuity®, QIAprep®, QIAseq®, QIAsymphony®, QIAwave®, AllPrep®, DNeasy®, EZ2®, miRCURY®, Pyrosequencing® (QIAGEN
Group); PAXgene® (PreAnalytiX GmbH). Registered names, trademarks, etc. used in this document, even when not specifically marked as such, are not to be considered unprotected by
law. PROM-19922-001 01/2022 © QIAGEN, all rights reserved.
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